
Bear, and Moose; Back 
Together Again.

Though the word wald has been associated to ruler, it is felt given locality of names it means forest.



Above it is felt to be correctly associated as Berwald (bear forest) in German-American Names.
It should be noted; name Eichwald today is felt to be of Elchwald in the past. It is easy to get the upper 
case I switched with the lower case l in time.



Above gives distribution patterns for the name Wald (forest).



Walde is a Norwegian name.

The above shows Austria, Germany and Norway uses Walde as a surname.

The Elk/Elch (moose), are returning to the region in which the Elchwald (Elkwald) are from.



Relations were of The Church of England/Ireland, Anglican/Episcopalian, and resettled at the time of 
the English Civil War. So by a parliamentary taxation which took a line away, people relocated.



Armstrong Chronicles by James Lewis Armstrong MD;





With the Elk/Elg/Elch (moose) returning to near Berlin, and the -walde, a common suffix of the forest 
near Berlin, and bear of the forest, and elk/elch of the forest with near location, it is felt my Y-DNA 
originated in this region, at the time the elch and bear were in this region. 



Algwald, Alfwold, and Elfwald; One can see were the Danish Algwald (alg (moose) of the forest),
 became Elfwald (elf of the forest).







The Elwald became Ellot which were referred as Borneheedes (borne of Heede).



When people are resettled it is usually  
a cultural group. In the case of the  
borderers at the time of The Union of  
the Crowns, it is felt that the  
Scandinavians, were requested to  



resettle themselves in available land  
away from the borders. Mainly to the  
Ulster Plantation or Northern  
Scotland. The United Kingdom today  
is felt to lean toward Norman French  
values as opposed to Scandinavian 
values. The Armstrong Clan today is  
felt to be of Scandinavian values, and  
sometimes in a covert fashion.

It is felt that most of the early  
migrants to the Ulster Plantation,  
came from the Cumberland County  
Scotland on the on the west end of the  
border.



Note; Armstrong of Ulster 1630 muster.



Magheraboy; Mrs Hammelton Ellot 
of Fermanagh.
 



Many of the Ulster Ellot and 
Armstrong of Ulster went onto  
America.

It should be noted in the Armstrong 
Chronicles, the bear traveled with the 
moose. The Elliot and Armstrong, 
above  agree that the family is 
Scandinavian in nature. Both of which 
now live in America.



Though people criticize the minimum 
amount of Y-DNA, of these two, but 
in going north, and a Scottish/English 
border in placed ca 1320, it cut off the 
Y-DNA from their origins, so the Y-
DNA of these individuals may be 
indicative of being English but;

Are back together again in America.



 



Ink drawing by Robert Loren Elliott 1972;

Ælg like Ælgwald/Algwald/Elgwald, in 
Denmark, meaning Elk/Elch (møøse).







Nixon, Burn and Rutherford, also are of the 
same region.

Gives and example of the untruth of Buccleuch, accusing 
Elliot of Stobs, for killing Cessford. Cessford was not alive at 
the time Gilbert Elliot  (note the inserted “i” to please an 
English king). Today people believe in the words of this old 
Buccleuch (Buck). Can not go by Buccleuch, like the house 
of Stobs/Redheugh saids;Walter Scott (Buccleuch) is 
incorrect, and Arthur Eliott (Stobs/Redheugh) is correct.This 
irritates the writer to no end that Elliott, now in the 
Plantations of England, with Scottish roots are thinking 
themselves as being English, though they are most likely of 



Scotland.  In my case Northumbria/Scot.





One can see the path of the Fair Bear was from 
South German onto Denmark then Fermanagh, 
via York and Scotland, then onto the the 
Plantations such as America.

Schaw southeast of the Hermitage Castle, part of the Barony 
of Cavers, past from the Saxon Wake of North Northumbria 
(and, Cottingham, East Riding Yorkshire, near York) via 
Robert de Bruce to the Douglas of Scotland ca 1320 at the 
time the Northumbria Elwald became Scottish Elwald.

So the Elchwald-Elgwald-Elfwald-Elwald-Ellot-Elliot-Elliott 
took the path of the Fair Bear.

Mark Elliott     12/20/2013


